
Personal investigation 
Part 3



What should be completed by now?

• Purchased a new sketchbook

• Left a blank page for the title

• Left a blank page for a mind map

• Submitted the proposal form

• Completed a page on your anticipation of visiting the work virtually

• Completed an artist research page on your first artist

• Completed a page responding to an image by artist using their 
techniques ( view finder and whole image) annotated.



Next step…. Working in the style of your artist

• This week I would like you to take a picture in the style of your artist. 
For example if your artist is a portrait artist you will need to take a 
picture of a persons face.

• I would then like you to add this to a new page in your book and 
recreate this in the style of your artist using their techniques. 
Whereas last week you were copying the work this week you are 
reproducing your own work in their style.

• For textiles you will need to develop your sample from last weeks task 
in your own style – eg develop a pattern by using the style and 
colours of your designer but make it your own work.

• Please see next page for examples 



Artists work
Your photo in the 
style of the artist

Your work in the 
style of the artist 
working from your 
photo



So there should be three things on your new 
page….
• 1- A small image of your main artists work just a reference

• 2- Your own photo in the artists style and genre

• 3- Your work from the photo you have taken using the artists 
techniques.



Some examples of responses to artists work 

note they have more than one drawing / painting we 
are expecting one or two with a photo to support it.



Textiles artist responses.
Artists work

Textile response

Own photo In the style of the artist.



• The purpose of this exercise is to learn particular techniques or 
compositional strategies – not to copy their work in its entirety. The 
result should be a series of paintings which show gradual changes and 
exploration. To thoroughly explore the artists work and begin 
developing it as your own while still keeping the artists work in mind 
and showing inspiration from them.


